On-line analytical processing (OLAF) provides analysis of multi-dimensional data stored in a database and achieves great success in many applications such as sales, marketing, .financial data analysis. OLAP operation is a dominant part of data analysis especially when addressing a large amount of data. With the emergence of the MapReduce paradigm and cloud technology, OLAF operation can be processed on big data that resides in scalable, distributed storage. However, current MapReduce implementations of OLAF operation processing have a major performance drawback caused by improper processing procedure. This is crucial when dimension or dependent attributes are large, which is a common case for most data warehouses hold nowadays. To solve this issue, this paper proposes a methodology to accelerate the performance of OLAP operation processing on big data. We have conducted the experiments on the basic algebra of OLAP operation with dffJerent data sizes to demonstrate the effe ctiveness of our system.
Introduction
The idea of Big Data is becoming popular today. Not only do we focus on the information produce by each person but the world which is fell with Big Data.
Strictly speaking, the definition of Big Data has not been defined so far. Most of the statements believe that the data set is called Big Data which cannot be managed, stored or analyzed by traditional software database management tools and hardware environment. It is an open source, distributed database model after Google's BigTable [7] . The storage layer of HBase is built on top of HDFS [5] . It is a column oriented storage system with highly scalability. [14] , such as (J (SELECT) algebra and 1C (PROJECT) algebra and then is optimized processing.
These queries allow retrieval of specified subsets of data [12] . For example, slicing and dicing a data cube may correspond to (J and 1C algebra respectively. The experiments and performance evaluations are shown in section 4, and conclude the paper in section 5. 
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Related Works
System Design and Inverted Data Model
Our methodology contains an OLAP operation processing engine and a storage system. The computing system of processing engine is designed based on MapReduce programming model. We use
Hadoop as a framework to integrate the processing engine and Map Reduce. In the storage system design, we choose Apache HBase as our data store. Figure 1 presents the system architecture of our system. • .
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Performance Evaluation
Most of OLAP operations are based on two kinds of algebra, which are n algebra and (j algebra. To focus on the performance comparison between Hadoop OLAP and our methodology, we show the performance on the n algebra.
Experimental Setup
We evaluate the performance of our system in a 12-worker cluster, each worker equipped with an Intel Xeon E3-1240 CPU. The processor's clock rate is 3.30GHz and the numbers of core is four. Besides, each worker also has 8 GB main memory and 1.34TB disk space. Those workers connected via Gigabit network. As for the software we installed Hadoop- 
Experimental Results
In the section, we present the evaluation results on the PROJECT algebra. We give the results of two different kinds of selectivity. Wide selectivity represents a bigger slice while the narrow selectivity represents a smaller slice relatively. Since the main idea of OLAP operation processing is its response time, we show the processing time of the PROJECT algebra. We also show another factor memory usage to present a more complete experiment.
First, we present a narrow selectivity of n Algebra (Operation 1) with two different factors.
Operation 1. Narrow selectivity of PROJECT algebra
The experiment results are shown in Figure 6 and The experiment results are shown in Figure 8 and In our future work, we decide to compress both of the dimension model and inverted model. Since there are large amount datasets stored in data warehouse, using two kinds of models with uncompressed data may be harmful to storage space. Moreover, we will enhance the system to be more robust with more convenient using interface for user. We will keep optimizing our system and hope that it will become a useful tool for OLAP operation processing on data warehouse.
